Freedom Workshop - Industry Benchmark
Many business leaders do not like financial reports for many reasons, some express fear and others boredom. But for the sake of your business you need to be a "Toe Dipper". What is a "Toe Dipper", it is someone who tests the waters out before taking a plunge. The Freedom Workshop is designed exactly for that
purpose.
Our financial tools are sophisticated, many Fortune 500 use the same tools, but we use them in a different
way - we use them for benchmarking your business against others in your industry. From this benchmark
we can clearly show you the areas we need to focus on to increase the value of your business.
What that means is instead of us throwing a report like this in front of you and telling
you what it means - may make us look smart but sure doesn’t help you a bit…

We present (of course we don't throw the report in front of you - we go over the report with you highlighting areas we need to consider) a report like this one below…
First it gives you a commentary on the section on Profits & Profit Margin which is generally not over our heads. There are five other sections found in the report (Liquidity,
Sales, Borrowing, Assets and Employees).

Then the report gives you each of the ratios and such that prove this section on Profits
& Profit Margins. These are all items bankers and financial people always hope you understand. At the bottom of each chart is a short description of what the chart is.

To understand what each chart shows, let's look at "G&A Payroll to Sales". The first two columns on the left show the ratio this business had at the end of the year for 2012 and 2013.
The gray bar is the benchmark that is calculated for the industry this business is in. The 4th
bar is what companies in this industry are reporting at this time "Real Time". The last bar is
what our clients are reporting (if we have any in your industry). So from this chart we would
explain, "G&A Payroll to Sales looks good. You are consistent year-over-year and under the
industry benchmark. I don't feel the "Real Time" numbers are anything to worry about at
this time. Good job, so let's look at other areas".

